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Abstract. A finite automaton with multiplication (FA ) is a finite automaton with a re<gister 
which i, capable d iholding any positive rational number, Th e register can be multiplied by any of 
a fixed number of rationals and can be tested for value 1. Closure properties aisd derzision 
problems for various types of FAM’s (e.g._two-way, one-way, nondeterministic, deterministic) are 
investigated. ;O particular, it is shown that the languages recognized by two-way deterministic 
FAM’s are of tape complexity log n and time complexity n3. Some decision pro,blems related to 
vector addition systems are also studied. 

t is well known that a one-way finite tiutomaton with two counters can recognize 
any recursively enumerable set [ 121. Clearly, the two count rs can be simulated by a 
single register that is capable of storing any positive ratio al number whose value 
can be modified aijd tested as follows: The register can be multiplied by any of a 
fixed number of rAona1 numbers a d, in addition, the machine can check if ariy of 
these rationals is a factor of the register value. If p/q and T/S are two rationals in 
lowest terms, then p/q is a fa\ctor of r/s iff p divides r and q divides S. For example, 
if ihe registe:r value is 6/35, then 2/5 is a factor, but 3/25 is not. 
similar to the program- ], is then equivalent to a 
Thus, we see that mu1 
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tape-complexity class log n a d time-complexity class n3. 
that a FAM is equivalent to a aulticounter automaton whi 
its counters are simultaneously zero. e shall also see t 
useful in studying certain decision problems concerning vector addition systems and 
integer programming. 

The paper is divided into 5 sections. In Section X, we give definitions and 
notations we use throughout the paper. The two-way nondeterministic FAM is 
defined formally as a language recognizer where the mode of acceptance is by 
accepting state with the register value equal to 1. Special classes of FAM’s are then 
introduced and some examples are given to illustrate the workings of these 

In Section 2 we show that the languages recognized by two-way deteaministic 
‘s are recognizable by deterministic Turing machines of tape-complexity log n 

and time-complexity IZ 3. Closure properties of one-way nondeterministic and 
deterministic FA ‘s are then investigated. In particular, it is shown that the 
languages recogn d by one-way deterministic FAM’s are incomparable with the 
context-free languages no1 do they form an abstract family of languages (AFL) [3]. 
The one-way nondeterministic languages, however, form an AFL. 

In Section 3 we consicler FAM’s in which the “equality to 1” is not allowed as a 
primitive operation. We call those machines FAM’s without equality. Contrasting 
closure properties are obtained (e.g., the languages recognized by the one-way 
nondeterministic such machines do not form an AFL). We also sh t the clkrss 
of bo Jnded languages recognized by one-way nondeterministic s without 
equality is precisely the class of bounded semilinertr languages as defined in [6]. A 
class of machines ‘s without equality calted multi 
memory automata cently introduced in [17]. The 

analog in [17]) has a cut-off value of 1 (i.e., the 
device halts and rejects the input whenever the register value exceeds 1). VX 

sllh, however, was cot investigated 
ions among the different classes df 

iscusses some decidability questions. t is shown that the emptiness, containment 
e-way determi ‘s wit t equality are 

e nondeterministic case is unde 
ere we summarize our results a 
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tates, and positive rational numbers (called m!u&i- 
te, $ and $ not in 2 are left and right endmarkers for 

ng from K X ( U (6, $1) X { = , Z > into the set of all 

he 2N as an input tape of the form &az l l *a,-,$ and a register which 
can store any positive rational num e being equal to 1. (p, d, m ) in 

a, ar) (where q, U {k, $}, a in ( = , # }, and d in ( - 1, 0, + 1)) 
means that if M is the symbol ‘“(a on the input tape and the 
register has some value y, where y = 1 or y # 1, then may change its state to p, 
move its input head as specified by d (i.e,, move one square left, no move, move 1 

re right if a = - 1,O or + 1, respectively) and 
et x be a string in C *? An instantaneous description of 

input tape L $ can be described by a 4-tuple (4, &x$, i, y ), where 
pe, i is the positinn of the input hea 
of the register.’ A move of M can be indicated by the relation !- 

taneous descriptions. Thut; (4, tx $,i, y ) I- (p, 4x$, j. w ) if can attain 
instantaneous desc,iption (p, $x$, j, w ) from (4, tx $, i, y ) in one move. The 
reflexive-transi ivth clos~~re of k is 

in P is accepted by if (~O,hx$,l,l)t-*(q,Cx$,(tx$I,l)forsome 41 
started in i’:s initial state q. with the input head on t ;and register value 

equal to I eventually enters an accepting state with the input 
endmarker and register valu qua1 to 1). We assume that S(q, $ 
F, i.e., in an accepting state always halts on $. We shall also assume that 
prevented from falling off &her end of the input tape. he set of strings (i.c., the 
language) accepted (or recognized) by is the sei: 

)(qo,Cx$,l,g)t-*(q,9x$,(tx$(,l)f~rsomeq inF). 

ite set, then 1 S 1 denotes the cardinality of S. 
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2NFAMW, 2DFAMW, lNFAMW, 1DFA to denote the diffe 
9s described above. For example, 1DF refers to a one-way 

we shall mean t e set of all lan 

operate3 in time t(n) if for any input x, 
has a sequence of at most t(n) moves leading to the 

acceptance of ;1L..’ 
r-king of these automata we describe below in Examples 1.1 
and MZ, such th.at T(M1) = {a “6”~” 1 n 3 0) and T(M2) = 

{anbm 1 m a n Ml},, 

E .I, M! = (K,, Z,, rE, &, qol, 4, $, Fd, where ‘& = {sly 929939 94h &= 
(a, b, c}, KI = {b, 2,X 401 = 9,, F1 = {q4}, and 6, is defined as fobvs: &(91,6) = 
(9*, “t- m,q, &(94 = (91, + l,!Q), S&l,!!) = (+,OJ), w&o = (Qh + w9 wI2m = 

(q*, + 1,2),. S;(&, c) = (q& + 1,3), S&f, c) = (al39 + 19% WI39 $I= (¶JA 11. 

hfl ii a 1pFAMW SO that (by convention) “ = ” and “ # ” have been omitted 
from the move function 8,. M, goes through the input 2nd multiplies the register by 

i, 2,or 3 depending on whether it sees an a, b, or c. Thus, if the input is of the form 

a ‘hick, the register value at the end of the process is v = (@ l 2’ l Sk. Ckady, 0 = 1 if 

and only if i = j = k. ~1~0, the finite state control rejects inputs not of the form 
(2’bV. It follows that T(M,)= {a”b”c” 1 n 30). 

r2 := {I,$, 21, l 
~~ = (K~, &, r2, s2, qo2, t, $, FA where KZ = (4 1) q2993~ 3 x2 = h b 19 
qo2 := q,, F = {q3}, and S2 is defined as fok+ws: &(91,&, = ) = 

(9,, +f,l), s2(9,,$, =) = (43,O,1), Sr(ql,a, =)=(qh +M Uql~a~ #)= 
(q,, + 1, ;)? s,(q,, b, = ) = (q3, + 1, I), &(q,, h # ) = (92, +- 1,2), iid b* # ) = 
(q2, + I,& S2(q2, b, =: ) = (q3, + 1, l), Sr(qz, %, = ) = (939 0, ‘1)~ &2(q3!j b, = ) = 

(93, + 19 1). 

M2 with input of the form a “b m goes through the “CC’ segment and multiplies the 
register by 5 for each a it sees. Thus, at the end of the “a” segment, the register 

2 multiplies the regist by 2 for each b in rhe 6'S 

g the register by 1. should be clear that 2 ) 
= 

[8! for ;i definition of counter mat 
with two registers is equiiv 
zs 0) is clearly recognizable by a 1 
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free language [a] and so not recognizable by a one-way one-counter machine. 
(a”b” 1 n 3 O)* is a deterministic context-free language [2] recognizab!e by a 

ine but is not 1NF W recognizable. (The proof is 
given in Lemma 3.1.) It follows that .Z’( 1 MW) and Y(lNFAM 
incomparable with context-free languages, deterministic context-free languages, 
and languages recognizable by one-way one-counter machines. 

F egisters can easily be converted to an 
0 only one: register (by choosing distinct 

the multipliers). Thus, there is no complexity hierarchy based on the 
numb.er of registers. 

In this SC :tion, +ve investigate th : properties of FAM’s. We begin by shoving in 
Section 2.1 that languages in 9(2 )FAM) belong to the tape complexity class log(n) 
and time complexity class n”. Theq, in Section 2.2 we exhibit languages that are not 
in LZ(lFAM). T results are then used in Section 2.3 to obtain the c 
properties of 1F Our proofs involve the notion of cycle. By a cycle ofi 
shall mean a SC quence of moves starting and ending in the came state q. The length 
of a cycle is the number of input mbols over whit has moved since it was last 
in the same state computation of on reaching the endmarker $ 
will consist of so 0) of cycles followed by an incomplete cycle. 

2.1. Relationship :o log(n)-tape Turing machnes 

We begin with thz following lemma. 

Let = (K, Z, r, 6, qO,& $, F) be a 1DFAM Then M operates in time 
n (c is a constant depending only on r and s is the number of states of 

) for ale’ strings x E T(M), 1 $x$ ! = n. 

the numerators and de 
For 6 = 1, l l 0, t, let mi = 1 
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Examine the computation of between times when e register value becomes 
1 for the last time on aj and for the first time 081 ai. T value of tht= register, a, 
when the read head moves into ai depends only on computations Carrie 
(i - j) symbols aj aj+l l l l ai- (on aj, the computation after the register bet 
the last time). Since at most 1 s 1 moves are ossible on each of these, the largest 
possible absolute value for the exponent of t primes in the prime decomposition 
of the numerator and denominator of a is e ,* (i - j)* 1 s 1 s On ai the cornli: tation of 

until the register becomes 1 is as follows: M enters ai in state q w 
ue a. Then, it is in state q’ with register value aa after less than 1 s 1 m 

it enters a cycle. For each of these cycles M multiplies the register by y. Finally, 
after an incomplete cycle with a multiplication of S the register becomes 1, 
aPr’6 = 1. 

AA;_, 
q 

(Ai4 
(I . e q~...q~...qf..*q . ..q’*..qfl 

1 I II II J 

/3 and S involve at most 1 s 1 multipliers each and so the largest absolute value of 
exponents of prime ‘factors of numerator and denominator of a@ is at most 
e * (i - j + 2) * I s 1. For a&‘8 to equal 1 for some integer r, every primi: factor in 
apS should be cancelled by the corresponding prime factors in yr and every prime 
factor in y changes the exponent of the corresponding prime in a@ by at least 1 for 
each cycle, which is of length at most I s 1. Thus r G e * (i - j + 2) * 1 s I’. If the 
register becomes 1 on ai more than once, the computation of between 
consecutive l’s takes less than 2 * e * 1 s I*, since it is identical to the one above 
except that the register value is 1 instead of a. 

ence, on ai on which the register value becomes 1, the computing time is 
bounded by 

e*(i-j+2)*1s13+2*e*Is)**)sI=e*(sIj*((i-j)+4). 

The total computing time for &x$ is then bounded by 

n 

IsI+ 2, eIsIj((i-j)+-4 
iEi 

e set elf all inte ers i such that on ai the register value ecsmes 1. 0 

crates in 

= nY we construct a 1 
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constructed as follows: 
1 S i s I&x $ 1 1 }, *‘/ox = 

by: 

S,, qox, t, !I, Fx ), where = {(y,hx$,i)lq in 
= {(q,tx$, (cx$ I)lq in }, and 6, is deqned 

((4th tx$, I), L 0 

lSi+x$l, QI in {=, Z1, &((q,&x$,i),!&a)= 

m) if S(q, ai, a) = Ip, d, m), where ai is the ith symbol of 6x$. 
encodes the input in its finite control and simulates M in the finite 

control. It is obvious that has n .I s I states and that kM, accepts &x$ in tx 

steps. Cl 

Theorem 2.1. If A4 is a 2 ) operating in polynomial time, then 
T(M) is accepted by a log n tape-bounded nondeterministic (deterministic) Turing 
machine. 

Proof. e* Aa = (K, 2, r, 8, qo, 6, $, F). Let pl, 9 l 0, pk be the prime numbers appear- 
ing in the prime desompositions of ‘the numerators and denominators of multipliers 

in r. Then during the computation of A4 on 4x$, the value of its register takes the 
form p+= p& where i,, l l l , ik are integers (positive, negative, or zero). At the 
start i, = i2 = . l 9 - & = 0. Since A4 operates in polynomial time, the absolute value 
of iI (1 G I s k) as at most cn’ for some integers c and r, where n = 1 tx$ I. It is 
obvious that a log n tape-bounded nondeterministic (deterministic) Turing machine 
can keep track of the values of il, l l a, ik, and hexe the simulation of M is 
possible. Cl 

Corollary 2.1 taken together with the above theorem gikes: 

FAM, then T’(M) is of tape-ccamplexity log n. 

is a 2DFAM, then T(M) can be accepted by a &terministic 
Turing machine of time -complexity n 3. 

r”. This follows from Corollary 2.1 and the observation that the Turing 
constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1 can be made to oper:.te in time 

anguages not i 

ow that certain anguages are not 1 
ection 2.3 to obtai lVi’s. Since we are 
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unable to obtain any general pumping lemma fog FA ‘s, it will be necessary to give 
individualI proofs for each of the languages we consider, 

. 12, z= {db” 1 n 2 0) U {anb2n 1 n 2 0) fZ ST{1 

The proof is carried out in three steps. First, in step 1, we show that for any 
lDFAM, M, recognizing L1, there exists a constant, c, such that if the value of tb 
register is equal to 1 at any time during ‘s computation on the segment of 6’s of 

L1 then d’(rz)~ c (&@) is the distance, i.e., the number of input symbols, of 
read head from the right endmarker, $, when the register first has the value 

1 on the b’s). Then, we show that this distance, d(n), must in fact be zero except 
for a firdte number of values of n for whieh’d(n )Imay be > 0. Finallly, in step 3, 
we show that L, is not recognizable by any M for which the registb:g never has 
the value 1 on the b’s (except on a finite number of n’s). 

step 1. Assume that A4 recognizes L1 and d’--) is not bounded by any constant. 
ere are at least s + 1 values of II, (nI, n2, l l l , rds+,) such that d(nr)# d(nj), 

i# j (s is the number off states of M). Consider the state M is in when the register 
first becomes 1 on the segment of b’s for each of these n’s. Since M has only s 
distinct states, it must be the case that for two n’s, ni and nj (i# j), M is in the same 
state and reading the same symbol “b”. But d(ni) # d(q)* We may assume without 
toss of generality that d(~) > d (ni). Since M is de,lerministic, -SW must accept 
* n,t,2n,+d(nl)_d09 ) 

i which is not a member of Lt. Consequently, d(n) G c for some 
constant c. 

Step 2. d(n) = 0 except for a finite number of n’s. Suppose that d(n)# 0 for 
infinitely many n’s. Denote by A, and A2 the languages (a “b n 1 
{a “b 2n 1 n 3 01, respectively. Since A 2$L1, d(n)< c and M is a ILDFAM, it.follows 
%atforxE(a”b”/n > c}, d(n) = 0 as otherwise there is an m such tha 
amd d(m)> m > c. ence, there must be infinitely many n’s for whi 
and d(n)# 0. We shall show that there is an infinite subset {rl, r2, l l 0) of these n’s 
for which 

(a) if x = a ‘ib2q and y = ajb2’j then M is in the same state qI at d(ri) and at d(c)% 
(b) for all x E {a 56’1) U {a ‘ib2Q}, A4 enters the segment of b’s following the a ‘s in 

e state, 
e right endmarker, e same state qi and 
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multiplies the register by ks pid k,, where p represents the multiplication within 8 
cycle, on the $, k, t e multiplications made before entered the cycl 
and k, the multiplicand contributed by the incomplete cycle made before 

k, do not depend as we have fixed the state in which 
as the state in whi leaves the cycle. We also note that 

for two distinct r’s rj and rz, the number of times the cycle on the $ is made (i.e., ji 
and jJ is difierent (as otherwise M will also accept n Qb’i+T and a % ‘iirj, since ji = j1 

ister has the same value and state after a ‘lb’i as after arjbrj). Note 
Q&S c and ri % max{c, s}, the es of M form cycles on the b’s 

The length, A s s, of each cycle is the same as ‘s register is # 1 until M’s read 
head gets to d(ri). The amount by which the register is changed in each cycle is 8 
(i.e., the multiplicative change). ‘6 # 1 as otherwise deletion of A 6 s b’s would 
result in an x that is also accepted by 1c The value of the register at the end of the 
first ri b’s is ( kopjik&’ for the input x = a ‘ib 2X ut at d(pi) the register becomes 1. 
Therefore 0’ 4 k2 = kopjikl, where f(r,) = [(ri - d(ri))/h ] and k2 is the contribution 
of the unfinished cycle segment on the last ri Vs. Again, note that k2 does not 
depeni on ri as for all r, M enters the last t b’s m the same state and also reaches 
d(r) in the same state. 

We now obtain the following: 

6”‘3k2 = kop”kl, Sf(‘i)k2 I k,p”k,; 

dividing out we get 

6 ml = P- 9 where ml= f(ri)- f(r,) and rn2 = j, -jI. 

Further, since it must be that ji > j! for some ri > rl, w;t assume mr, w12 > 0. 
However, this implies that M accepts all inputs of the form LJ YI”+~~I, Anzl <. n, for n, 
one of Phe infinitely many r’s. 

This contradicts our assumption that T( ence d(n) = 0 exrept for 
infinitely many n. 

Step 3. Since d(n) = 0 and M is deterministic, it follows that for infinitely many 
k, M enters the right endmarker, $, in the same state on the in ts .x1 = a “E) kr and 
x2 = Q krb2kr where t = s ! (this is so as the cycle length s s). ZIP and u2 are the 
values of the regis on entering the $, then 21~ = kr’h (A is the cycle lengt 
the b’s ;slnd S the e tive multiplication per cycle). peating the argument of sl 
2 this leads us to conclude t&mat 6”’ = ~‘“2 for some ml, HI? HI im 

ntly, there is no 
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register becomes 1 either on an “Q” or on a “b”. Without loss of generality, let us 
assume this happens on a “b” for infinitely many n’s Since A4 has only s distinct 
states, &I is in the same state and reading the same symbol “b” for infinitelly many 
n’s when its register becomes 1. Interchanging the tails of these inputs (if the tail 
does not contain at least one complete a “b n segment, just consider a bigger k value 
for the same II) results in the acceptance of strings not in Lzm 
l Define: an entering state to be a state in whit M moves to a new symbol. For n 
large enough, ,&I must repeat some entering s te on the segment of a’s, By the 
preceding argument M’s register is not equal to 1 on the ~‘s. Hence, there are at 
most s distinct cycles that M can go through on the a’s Consequently, for k > s, M 

m?sst repeat the same cycle on the a’s on two different Q “b n segments. Let A be the 
length of this cycle and let & be the multiplicative change of the register. & is a 
constant depending only on the specifications of M. We claim that for k sufficiently 
large there are two such a’VP segments towards the right end of the input (we 
choose the closest such segments) such that moving u’s from one segment to the 
other allows M ta perform the same computation. Such a change does not aklter the 
value of the register nor M”s state when M reaches the $. Hence, the s!ring so 
obtained would be accepted by M. But, this string is not a member of Lz. 
Consequently T(M2)# Lz. It foliows that L2 eS Z’(IDFAM). 

Note that our claim will be true if the absolute value of the exponent of at leas’t 
one of the primes in the decomposition (e 1, e2, l . l , er) of the register value (register 
value = pilp$* l 9 l p>) becomes arbitrarily large. Then, for at least one ei, 1 ei 1 is 
greater than the exponents contributed by M between the two segments (for large 
enough k). As a result, moving A u’s cannot result in the register becoming 1 on the 
new input segment. Let us now prove that 1 ei 1 can be made arbitrarily I.arge for 
some e’i, 

Look at the states, (9 i, q& l l l , q1), M is in at the end of each 4 “6” segment. For 
k * s, there must be some repetitive cycle in (q i, &, . l l , q:), i.e., it is of s:he form 
(qi, q;, l l l 9 q;, Q’, qi, qi+l, l . 8 , qL) where j, (k - J + 1) < s and each Q re stints a 
block of states q,,,* qm2- l 9 q~~~r<s,q,i#q61~p~j,l~p~k.Notethat is fixed 
since M’S register is never 1 after the first b” segments and M is deterministic. Let 
& be the multiplicative factor by which M”s register changes on each Q segment. 
Except for a finite number of n’s, S, # 1. This follows from the observation that if 
& = 1 for infinitely many n’s, then for two such n’s ItI # n2, the Q’s are formed by 
the same state cycles. Since the input x read during the Q segment of nl contains at 
least one occurrence of a nlb”l, substituting this input for the input y re: 

segment of n2 results in a string which is not in L2 but is accep 
ence, for any constant, c, the absolute value of the exponents of at least one of 

omposition of ter value becomes 2 c when 
from the left e 
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Lemma 2.4. L, = {(a”b”)k 1 n, k ?5: 0) u {(an62n)k 1 n, k 3 0) sf (1DFAM). 

roof.’ This follows from Lemma 2.2, the observation that L3 n a *b* = L, and the 
regular sets. Cl 

Lq = {x # x’ 1 x E {o,lb*} 

Proof. Let 1M be a 1DFAM recognizing L4. Let s be the number of states of M, F 
the number of distinct multipliers, 1 r I, and ti = Ix I- From the proof of Lemma 2.1 
it follows that there is a constant, c, such tha the number of moves made by M Tjy 
the time its read head reaches the # is bounded by cn. Consequently, the number 
of distinct configurations (i.e., state and register value) of M when its read head is 
positioned on tV ‘3 # is bounded by s(cn)‘. However for every n, tkre are 2” 
different strings X. Since for every constant, c, there exists an no such that 
2” 3 s(cn)‘, n 3 no. it follows that for some n, M has the same configuration while 
on the # for two different X, x1 # x2 and 1 x1 I = I x2 I = n. Since M accepts x1 # xi 
and x2 # xi and has the same configuration while on the # for both it follows that 
M also accepts x1 # xi and x2 # xi. Neither of these is a member of Ls as xl # x2. 
Consequently T(M)+ Lg. Cl 

Lemma 2& L = [a’bjck 1 j# k or i < j} 6 Z(lDFAM). 

Prioof The proof fohows the pattern of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and may be found in 
[lo]. Cl 

WC conclude this subsection by showing that all 1DFAM recognizable langua,es 
over a one letter alph’abet are regular. 

Theorem 2.2, If L E .Z(lDFAM) and I 2 I = 1 then L is regular. 

roof. We just outline the proof. Given a lDFA,M, M,, recognizi we construct 
a nondetermlnistic finite automaton, M2, s that T(M2) = T Since Ml is 
deterministic, there is ;a constant c such that l can make at most c multiplications 
on its register before the register value either becomes equal to 1, or if more than c 
multiplications are made then the register cannot become 1 except on the 
endmarker $. This fok>ws from the observation thgr between two consecutive timcs 
when the register value becomes 1, iWl effectively multiplies the register by k. pi kj 

’ We are grateful to an anonymous referee for providing this proof which shortens ::w proof. 
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(ko and p depend only on the state g, of bf when its register was last 1 and on r; /q 
depends only on the state of && when its register was last I, aad the position in 
the state repetition cycle M1 is in, 0 c j s 1, where l is ength cif the state cycle of 

for (I~). For i 2 cp (cc> depends only on qP, p a 
multiplication by arry of the ki’S cannot :*eault in 
Finally, the behavior of MI on the $ depends only on th 
the $ and ther or not its register has the value lf. 2 begins by guessing the state 
in which will reach the $ and also the sta in which it will leave the 
multiplicative cycle on $. Then it behaves as performing the multiplications i:l 
its finite control (actually, it just keeps track of the exponents in the prime 
decomposition of the numerator and denominator). 

lwl on the $ multiplies its register by bch(p ‘)i, i (k& p’, k i depending on the state in 
which M1 reaches ahe $ and the state in which it halts). If ha, makes more than cP 
cycles, then M2 knows that the register can never become 1 except on the 
now multiplies its register by k#i. Then, while moving to the right and s 

also multiplies by p’ as needed, to keep the prime decomposition 
If while doing this, the exponent of any of the primes in the decomposition of the 
register exceeds a lbound dependent only on qP, pr the k,‘s and p’, then 
cannot leave the multi$icative cycle on the $ in the state guessed by 
aborts the computation. Clearly, x E T(i&&) iff x E T(M). Cl 

properties of I FAA& 

corem 2.3 summarises our results for 1DFAM while Theorem 2.4 does this for 
1NFAM. 

2.3. The dass of Inn ,c*F,guages recognizable by i BFA ‘s is not closed under 
the following operations z9 

union, 
concatenation, 
intersection, 
left quotient with a regular set, 
E -free homontorphism, 

leene closur(e (i.e., *), 

X and Y be sets of strings. The concatenathx of X and is the set XY = {xy 1 x in X, y in Y). 
The retterse of X is the set XR = (x’ 1 x in X}. The left-quotient of X with respect to Y is the set 

= {x 1 yx in X for some y in 
r all k 2 0, Let 
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= {anb2” n 2 0) E c%(lDFA 

n{a*b*} = L1. Note that 
der intersection with regular sets. 
I})* and B = ({Pa” 1 rh 3 l})*b’ are in 5?(l 

2.2. 
(e) Just consider 

h defined by h(a) = 

. Consider the regular set 
lIi,j~O}isL,OfEemma 

n-1b2n 1 n 3 0) and the homomorphism 

(f) A =(anbR)n~O}W{ca”b2”~~ a 0) E g(lDFAM). If A * E S(lDFAM) 

then B = A * f? {ca’bj I ~0}=(ca”b” I “b2” 1 n ‘3 01. E Lf(lDF_?JvIj. 

However, P e 5??(1DFA since from a recogniziflg B 
obtains a lDFAM, M’, recognizing L1 = { {a “bzn 1 n 3 0). 
left endmarker t simulates the behavior of on tc and then behaves ex 

(g) L = {a”b”c” I n am aO}ES?(lD k”n(a%jckIi,j,k20}fE 
Z’(lDFAM) (Lemma 2.6). •I 

core . S’(lNFAM) is a full AFL closed under reversal? 

. The cc-nstructions are fairly straightforward and so are omitted. G 

co res. S’[lDFAM) is not closed under reversal. JZ(lNFA ) is not closed 
under int+zrsection and cotnplementation. 

e 

We now turn our attention to FA ‘s that are not able to check t eir register for 
shall see, these machines do not ave the sanle closure 

‘s. In Section 3.1 we obtain the closure 
ationship between bounded scmiiinear languages and 

lo A 

sets. 

:mpt 
ion, 
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moves its read head to the right endmarker, $, av(G! ~~ its value wherr halts, then ri/ro 

can take on only finitely many distinct values. 

of, This follows from the fact that is det :rministic, has only a finite number 
of distinct states and a ffinite number of distin-ct multipliers. 0 

, (a) ~~ = {a”b” 1 n 3 1) U {a”b’“c ! bt 2 1) e S(lDFA 

(b) Lz = (a “b n 1 n * G)* 65?(lNFAMW). 

f. (a) Let M be a 1DFPMW accepting L1. has a finite number of states, s. 
So, for infinitely many n’s, (m, n2, l l 0, n, l l l ), it must be the case that M enters the 
first b of x = a “bn in the same state 4’. For each of these n’s > s, A4 must repeat 
some state. Let qi be the first state that is repeated on the b’s. Let 6 be the 
imultiplicative factor by which the register changes between two consecutive . 

appearances ok r the state qi. Since M is deterministic and its moves are independent 
of the register value, the cycle length, I, (i.e., the distance on the input tape between 
two consecutive appearances of qi) and S are fixed over the segment of b’s. a# 1 as 
otherwise deletion or addition of I b’s to x would result in a string x’$!! L, but 
X’ E T(M). Mote thar: i, 6 are fixed for all the n’s, (n,, n2,. * 0, n, l l 0) we are 
considering as Z, 6 depend only on the state in which A4 enters the first b. By 
Observation 3.1, since .M acclepLs all1 the infinitely many inputs Xi = a “ib ni, it follows 
that for some infinite :;ubset of these n’s, (ii*, ii2, l l 0, ii,,,, . l a), -M’s register has the 
same value, ki, when M’ moves right from the last b of xi = a ‘tb’i. Since M is 
deterministic, has only a finite number of multipliers and 8 # 1, it follows that for 
infinitely many n ‘s, arrives at the c of yi = a “ib 2”k with a d’fferent register value 
(i.e.g when A4 is re ng the c, its register could have any one of infinitely many 
distinct values depending on fii). This in turn implies that M can reach the $ with 
infinitely many different register values. Observation 3.1 then implies that M 
cannot accept all these yi’s. Consequently T( ote that Lt E,5?(lDFAM). 

(b) Assume there is a lNFAMW, M, such = E2. Let s be the number 
of states of The string x = d,d,* l l dn,, di = ailaiz* l l ain,b”I (aq = a, 1 G i, j s nl) 
and ol > s, is a me er of .L2. Consequently, has a computation on x that results 
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) is closed under infersection but not c-Zosed under the 

0 a 

W 
0 (i) 
0 e 
(0 
(9) 

union, 
concatenation, 
Kleerte closure, 
E -free homomo 
left quotient with a regu 
complementation, 
retrersal. 

Proof. For (a)-(e), the proofs of the corresponding results for 9(lDFAM) 
(Theorem 2.3) also apply here. Nonclosure under complementation follows from 
(a), closure undo intersection (shown below) and De organ’s law. That 
6e( 1DFA SiW) is not closed under reversal follows fro he fact that I_,, = 
{b”a”In~~}:i{cb2”anI, 3 1) is in S(lDFAMW) while its -eversal is not (Lemma 
3.1 (a)). The proof for closure under intersection is by construction. If L1 and 
L2 E Z(lDFAMW) then there exist 1 
and T(M2) = E2. We construct a ID 
details of the proof are o itted and may be found in !lO]. 
and Mi are obtai such that the primes in th rime &compositions of the 
factors of M: and fi are disjoint and T(M :) = ,), T(MQ = T(M,). Next, an 
M3 is construe ed from M; and MI. It is essentially M 1’ and Adi operating in 
parallel. Whenever M i and Ma multiply their register by P, and t2, ;M3 multiplies its 
register by I] r2. Si the primes in the multipliers of Mi a re disjokt, the 
register value 4or 3 is 1 if! the registers of both Mi and ve value 1. U 

e chss of languages recognized by 1FWA W’s is closed under the 
operations of tanion, reversal, homomorphism, lefi-quotient with a regular set, 

intersection, anil concatenation. The clus~ is not closeid under Kleene closure and 
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3.2. Relutionship to bounded semilinear languages 

We now look at the class of bounded languages accepted by 1NFAMYV’s. We show 
that thiis class coincides with the class of semilinear bounded languages [6]. 

A set L c C* is bounded if there exist nonnull strings WI, 9 l ., wa in 2$ * such that 
Z# z w:+ l w:.” 

Let 1% be the set of natural numbers and PC” the set of n-tuples of natural 
numbers. A subset Q of n is called a linear ses if there exist oo, vl, l . l , Q,, in N’ 
such that Q = {v,-, + klvl + . l l + k,v,,, ! ki in N}. vo, l l -a,, are 0-x generators of Q ; v. 

is called the constaFtt and vr,. l l , v,,, the periods. Any finite union of linear sets is 
catled a semilinear se;. If L C w F* l l w t, define the mapping f(,,,,,...+,) of L as 
follows: 

f (Wk. ...wJZ_) = ((iI, . l 9, in) 1 w $9 9 q w $ in L}. 

Thus, f(wl,.... w,,(L) Cl N”* If f(wl ,..., w,,(L) is a semilinear set, then L is called a bounded 
semilinear language. Irr [6] it is shown that semilinear sets with certain properties 
characterize exactly the bounded context-free languages. 

In [9,15,16] it is shown that bounded semilinear languages are exactly those 
bounded languages accepted by one-way nondeterministic multihead finite au- 
tomata. We now show a similar result for 1NFAMW’s. 

e0rem 3.3. Let L c w t- 9 . w z be a bounded semilinear language. Then L can be 
accepted by a 1 NFAMW in linear time. 

. Since L is a bounded semilinear language, Jc(w,,. . ..w.,(L) is a semilinear set, 
ow the class of languages accepted by 1NFAMW’s operating in linear time is 

clearly closed under union. Hence it is sufficient to show that L is accepted by a 
W in linear time for Q, a linear set. Let Q be generated by vo, vl, l l 8, urn, 

*where ~0 = (bl, l l l , b,) and tti = (vi,, l l l , vi”) for 1 s i s m. We may assume that 
Vl, ’ l l , v,,, are distinct from (0, l 0 l , 0). Then 

For each 2 s i n, m, let pij be a distin 

reads Qij, i > 1, it multiplies by llp,j. if t 
‘s will cancel ou 
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h(aij) z (I?) = E. Since *T~, l 0 0, 2r, are non-zero n-tuples, there exists 
k 2 1 such that k 1 k(x) 12 1 x 1 for al! x# ci~2*. T,, in R. Using this condition, we 
can easily construct a 1 NFA W M’ accepting h(T(M)) and which operates in 

efore we can prove the converse of Theorem 3.3 we need a lemma connecting 
W with a special class of one-way multihead finite automata. 

ultihead finite automata have been studied in several places in the 
literature (see, e.g., [7,X, 1.51). Here we are interested in a special class which is 
related to INFA W and 1DFA 

A one-way nondeterministic finite automaton UC -NFA) is a device 
M = (k, K, 2, 6, qo, t, $, F), where e number of input heads, k, .Z, and F are 
finite sets of states, input symbols, and accepting s ates, q. in K is the initial state, $ 
and $ are the left P f right endmarkers for the inputs, and 6 is a mapping fron. 
K x (2 u {“c, $1)” into the set of all subsets of K x (0, 1)'. The significance o 

(P d ’ + ‘) dk) in 8(q, at, l ’ l ) 

thk input (1 
&) is that if M is in state q with head f reading ai on 

G i s k), A4 may change state to p and move head hi to the right if 
di = 1 and does not move it if di = 0. A string x in Z* is accepted if M w 
in state q. with all input heads on the left endmarker of hx$ eventually enters an 
accepting state with al! heads on the right endmarker. We denote by T(M) the set 
of all strings accepteel by M. A multihead NFA is a k-NFA for some k. 

We shall only be concerned with a special class of one-way k-head finite 
automata: A simple k-NFA is a k-NFA M = (k, K, 2,S, qo,$, $, F) with the 
restriction that for each 2 s i s k, q in K, al, l l 0, ai-1, Qi-cl, . l 0, ak in 2 U {&,$}, 

6(q, al. . l l , Qi-1, Qi, c&+1* l l l ) ak) = S(q, al, l ' l , l&--l, h, @+I, l ’ ‘9 ak) 

for all ai, bi in 2. Thus, a simple k-NFA is a k-NFA in which all heads except the 
first head cannot distinguish symbols in X. We refer to the first head as the input 
head and the other heads as counting heads. A simple multihead NFA is a simple 
k-NFA for some k. 

A k-NFA (simple k-NFA) = (k, K, X,6, qo, &, $, F) is detesministic if 
&)I 5 1 for all q in e write k-DFP:. and 

FA f Dr the determin 
The following, lemma tonne ) to simple multihead 

c be some positive integer an 

e numerators an 
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e = SRaX{(eJ 1 pf* l . @is in r). For each pi, we associate two 
Dr. Ni and Di will keep track of “counts” initial1 
the counts of Ni and Di are updated as follows: E~c 

by m, the count of Ni or Di is increased by 
occurrences of the prime pi is in the numerator or denominator of m. Actually, Ni 
(or Di only moved one square right for every increase of ce units in the count. 
Thus, has 2k counting heads associated with the primes in P and an input head 
to simulate the input head of A&. If during the simulation, 1w enters an accepting 
state with the input head on $? A4’ moves all its counting heads to the right 
endmarker and checks that heads Ni and Di arrive at the right endmarker at the 
same time (for 1 s i G k). (This corresponds to the register having value 1) If such 
is the case, M’ accepts the input. It is clear that T(W) = L(cn). 0 

The next result is taken from [9,15,1.6]. 

ma 3.3. LetLcw+ w t be recogazizable by some multiheud &FA, M. Then 

f b%“‘rWn) (L) is a semilinear set effectiw!)p computable from M. 

LetL c w+wZ and L = T(M) for some lNFAMW, M. Then L is 
a bounded semilinetzr language. !tZoreover, the corrqsponding semilinear set Q is 
effectiveby computabr’e from M. 

Let d be a new symbol and let L 
1NF~M~ 

= {xdk 1 k 3 1, x in L}. We construct a 
M’ accepting I,” which operates as follows: Given Cxd k $, M’ simulates 

on x treating the first d like $. hen 2LZ accepts x, ’ moves its input head to $ 
and enters an acce obvious that for h input x, there exists an 

integer ik such that s 2 1 Cxd Q$I steps. By Lemma 3.2, L’(2n) is 
accepted by some simple multihead NFA. It follows from Lemma 3.3, that 

f (wl,--*w,d~ (L’(2n)) is a semi inear set, say Q. By deleting the (n + 1)st coordi 
from the generators of the linear sets making up Q, we obtain the generators 

ilinear set f(w *,..., w,j 

recognizable Zanguages over u one letter alphabet, i.e., 

em and the fact t 
lar. CJ 
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relationships hold among the classes of la 

oof. (a) and (c) follow from fact that L ={a”b”~n~O}U(a”b*“~n~O 
5?(lNFAMW) and Le Z’(lDF ) (see Lemma 2.2). ( 

2.3 and the observ%dn that L = (anbn)’ 1 k 3 1)~ 55’ 

For (d) consider the language L1 = {a “6 
3.1. Ll e Z(lDFQMW) but clearly L, E S!?( 
works by first determining the presence or absence of the “c”, returning to the left 
endmarker “$” and then proceeding to recognize a VY or a “ban depending on 
whether or not there was a “c” on the right end). 

(e) Consider the language L = {a”bk” 1 n 3 2, k 3 1). Clearly, J E 
Z’(2NFAMW). (The 2’dFAMW nondeterministically makes k passes over the a 
segment, multiplying it; register by 2 each time an Q is encountered. It then scans 
the b’s multiplying its register by 4.) Suppose E d?(lNFAMW). Then by Theorem 
3.2, h(L) is also accepted by a 1NFAM , where h if; the homomorphism 
h(a)= h(b)=a. Then by Corollary 3.1, h(L) is regular. Fut h(L)={aknIk 32, 
n 2 2) is the set 6% all strings a’ for whit: I is not prime, which is not regular. We 
conclude that LjE S(lNFAMW). 

(f) L1 of Lemma 3.1 is not 1DFAMW recognizable but L1 E 
(g) L2 of Lemma 3.1 is not 1NFAMW recognizable but L2 E 5?( 

There exist langu 
‘1 and L2E .Z(lN 

) but 
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Emma 4.1. Let M be a multihead NFA over a one-letter input alphabet. Then we 
can effectively find a finite automaton M’ acce,pting the set T(M). 

Next, we observe that the class of languages recognized by simple multihead 
DFA’s is cJosed under the operations of intersection, union, and complementation. 

.2. If Ml and MZ are simple multihead DFA ‘s with input alphabet 2, then 
we can effectively find simple multihead DFA’s MS, Md and MS such that 

(a) T(M3) == T(M,) n T(M), 

(b) T(Ma) = T(M;r U T(K), 
(c) T(Ms) = S* - T(M$ 
??ws the class of languages recognized by simple multihead DFA ‘s is a Boolean 

algebra. 

roof. The construction of MS, M4 and MS uses standard techniques and is 
therefore omitted. Formal construction can be found in [lo]. q 

We can now established the solvability of the emptiness and containment 
problems for simple multihead NFA’s and simple multihead DFA’s, respectively. 

.2. The following problems are solvable (i.G, decision algorithms exist): 
(a) Emptiness problem : Given an arbitrary simple multihead NFA M, determine 

whether or not T(M) = fl. 
(b) Containment problem : Given two arbitrary simple multihead DFA ‘s MI and 

MZ, determine whether or not T(MI) c T(M,). 
(c) Equivalence problem : Given two arbitrary simple multihead DFA ‘s MI and 

MZ, determine whether or not T(.&) = Tt.M2). 

(a) Given M = (k, K, 2, & qo, k, $, F), construct a simple multihead NFA M’ 

ac;cepting the set h(M), where h is a homomorphism defined by h(a) T # for each 
a in Z’, # is a new symbol not in C. The construction of M’ is obvious. Then 
T(M) = 0 if and only if T(W) = 0. By Lemma 4.1, we can construct a finite 

w follows from the solvability of the 
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3. The emptiness problem for IMFA M W is solvable. 

f. Given a 1NFA = (K, 2, r, 6, q+, C, $, F), define the set L,,,, = (xdk 1 x 

n T(M), k 2 1) (d is a new symbol not in 2). Clearly we can construct a 1NFAMW 
1 recognizing LM (see th oof of Theorem 3.4). By Lemma 3.2 -we c 

a simple multihead NFA recognizing L&2@ = {x 1 x in LM, 1 iiczepts x in 
s 2 1 &x$1 steps}. Now T(M2) = 0 if and only if T(MI) = 0 which is true if and only if 
T(M) = 0. The result follows from heorem 4.2. 0 

Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 show t at 1DFAM and 2DFAM operate in time 
O(ra) and 0(n3), respectively. it is obvious that these results apply to 1DFAMW 
and 2DFAMW also. Hence the membership problem (i.e., deciding whether or not 
an arbitrary inpIt to an arbitrary machine is accepted) is solvable. At present, we 
do not have an algorithm for the mem ership problem for 1NFAM’s and 

2NFAM’s. The following result shows the proble to be solvable for 2NFAMW’s. 

Corollary 4.1. There is an algorithm to decide given Q 2NE4MW M = 
(K, 2, r’, 6, qo, h, $, F) and x in C* whether or not x is in T(3-f). 

Proof. Given M :iad X, we construct a 1NFAMW Mx which when given an input 
$ y $, disregards ti he input and simulates in its finite control the computation of M on 
$x$. M, accepts y if and only if M accepts X. It follows that x is in T(M) if and only 
if TIM,) # 4) which is solvable by Theorem 4.2. Cl 

From Ler:ma 2.1 and Lemma 3.2, we know that we can effectively construct a 
simple multihead DFA accepting the language accepted by a given 1DFAM’W. ‘he 
next result then follows Theorem 4.1. 

eorem 4.4, The emptiness, containment, and equivalence problems for 
1 DFAM W’S are solvable. 

We now prove a result showing the unsolvability of the universe problem (i.e., 
deciding whither or not T(M) = C *) for INFAMW’s, a contrasting result frlom that 
of Theorem 4.4. 

3. It is unsolvable to decide given an arbitrary BNFA 
) ~?~e~~er or not ii xce 
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configuration. Let the tape a’r@x&et of 1M be A and its state set be K. Then x~, if it 
exists, is in (d UK U{ #})“. 
Now define the r:et 

LM = 
(4 U K U { # )r* - {xM} if xnr exists, 
(4 lJ K u ( %?P I)* otherwise. 

Then L&g = ZZ* (where Z = ia U K U { # }) if and only if xM does not halt on an 
initially blank tape. Now can easily construct a 1NFAMW to accept LM. (The 
construction is left as an exercise to the reader.) The theorem now follows from the 
unsolvability of the halting roblem for Turing_ machines on blzenk tape [18]. (Note 
that by an appropriate codilig, 2 can be reduced to a 2-letter alphabet.) Cl 

We conclude this section lvith two applications of FAM’s to decision problems 
concerning vector addition q-stems and integer programming problems. 
b ,I vector addition system [ 111 is a pair S = (vO, V), where ~9 is an n-dimensional 
vector of nonnegative integers, and ‘t’ is a finite set of n-dimensional integer 
vectors. The reachability set (S) is the set of all vectors of the form vO + Vi, + 9 l l 

+ !Uik SU& that 
(1) vi, is in V for 1 G j G I, and 
(12) V() + Vi, + a l * 9 Vi, a 0 for 1 G j s k. 

It is not known whether or not there is an algorithm to decide given an 
n-dimensional vector addition system S and a vector ‘u whether v is in the 
reachability set R (S) (sGe [al]). However, it -#as inted out in [ 111, that the 
equivalence problem for reachability sets is unsolv 

Suppose we relax the definition of the reachability set by deleting requirement (2) 
above. Call this new set relaxed reachability set, T(S). Then we can show that the 
equivalence problem is decidable. 

The equivalence problem for relaxed reachability sets is decidable. 

roof. Let S = (vO, V) be an n-dimensional vector addition system, V = vl, l l l , v,,,. 
Let vO=(eol,--,eo,) and Vi =(eil,*a*,ei,), 1 sj<rn. For Qei<m, let ti= 
p’f” 0 l 0 p>, where pl, l s . , pn are the first n primes. Let o!~, l 9 a, a,, be distinct 
symbols, and define the language 

Ls = (cIa+ 0 . c,a Sl Ci in { + , - }, (c,i,, 0 l 9, cnin) in T(S)}. 

the product f,& l l 
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is a semilinear set effectively computable from Now if we are given two vector 
addition systems S1 and S1, we can construct their associated semilinear sats, Q$, 
and Q$. Then T(SJ = T(&) if and only if OS, = 0% which is decidable [6] 

As another application of the notion oi lNFAMW, consider the system of 
equations of the form FX = G, where F is an n X m matrix of integers, X is a 
ector of m variables, and G is a vector of n integers. We shall show that the set of 

all nonnegative integer solutions X to the system of equations forms ari effectively 
computable semilinear set. This result has been shown earlier in 1193. El 

Theorem 4.7. The set of nonnegative integer solutions to the 
FI9y = G forms an effectively computable semilinear set. 

Proof. Let F bcr an n x m matrix. Let al, 0 l 0, a, be distinct 
languaqc 

system of equations, 

symbols. Define the 

L, =={a> a$.*.a$l(il,.-. , im ) is a nonnegative integer solution 
to equations, FX = G}. 

One can easily construct a 1NFAMW IV to accept L. By Theorem 3.4, the set 
Q z= {(iI, l . ., &,,)I a>. . . ak in L} is a semilinear set electively computable from 

,,M. Cl 

As a corollary, we obtain the following result which was recently shown in [l]. 

Corollary 4.&. 3 It is decidable whether or not the system of equations FX = G has a 
nonegative ipiteger solution. 

In conclusion, we summarize our results and state a few unresolved problems 
concerning PA 

(1) The clasure properties of the families of languages recognized by 1NFA 
lDFAM’s, BNFAMW’s and IDFAMW’s are summarized in TabEe 1. 

(2) The class of languages accepted by 2-way mat operly contains the 
es accepted by corresponding l-way es* ASso for l-way 
terministic machines are more powerfu ~err!CC-k ones. 

(3) Some of the interesting uestions that remain unanswered are: 
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TABLE 1. 

1NFAM 1DFAM 1NFAMW 1DFAMW 

uzrion 

interse:c tion 

complelment 

concatenation 

reversal 

Kieens closure 

{E-free:) homomorphism 

left quotient with regular set 

Yes no 

? no 

? no 

Yes no 

Yes 
5 . 

Yes no 

Yes no 

Yes no 

Yes 

Yes 

no 

Yes 

Yes 

no 

Yes 

Yes 

no 

Yes 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 
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